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ABSTRACT

Mixed-conducting ceramic oxides have potential uses in high-temperature
electrochemical applications such as solid oxide fbel cells, advanced batteries,
sensors, and oxygen-permeable membranes. The Sr-Fe-Co-O system combines high
electronic/ionic conductivity with appreciable oxygen permeability at elevated
temperatures. Dense ceramic membranes made of this material can be used. to
separate high-purity oxygen from air without the need for external electrical
circuitry, or to partially oxid~e methane to produce syngas. Samples of
Sr2Fe3.XCoXOY(with x = 0,0.6, 1.0, and 1.4) were prepared by solid-state reaction
in atmospheres with various oxygen partial pressures (p02) and were characterized
by X-ray difiaction, scanning electron microscopy, and electrical conductivity
measurements. Phase components of the samples are dependent on cobalt
concentration and synthesis p02. Total conductivity increases with increasing
temperature and cobalt content in the material. Higher ionic transference numbers
have been observed in samples with lower cobalt contents. Current-voltage
characteristics determined in a gas-tight cell indicate that a bulk effec~ rather than a
stiace exchange effect, is the main limiting factor for oxygen permeation through
membranes made of Sr2Fe2CoOy. Oxygen permeabili~ m=s~ements at v~ious
temperatures showed that oxygen permeability increases with increasing
temperature, as expected. At 900”C, an oxygen permeation flux of 2.5

scc.cm-2.min ‘1 was obtained for a Sr2Fe2C00y disk rnernbwe of 2.9 mm
thickness.
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INTRODUCTION

Oxides with mixed electronic and ionic conductivities are receiving increased
attention because of their applications in high-temperature electrochemical
processes [1-5]. For example, they are used as electrodes in solid oxide fiel cells,
and if their oxygen permeability is high enoug~ they can be used as oxygen-
separation membranes. Sr-Fe-Co-O has not only high combined electronic and
oxygen ionic conductivity but also oxygen permeability that is superior to that of
other reported ceramic oxides [6- 11]. It is a good candidate material as a dense
membrane for the production of high-purity oxygen by gas separation. In an
oxygen separation reactor, oxygen can be transported born the high-oxygen-partial-
pressure (high-p02) side to the low-pOZ side under the driving force of the p02
difference, A10g(p02), without the need for external electric circuitry. Balachandran
et al. [7] demonstrated that extruded membrane tubes made of Sr-Fe-Co oxide can
be used for partial oxidation of methane to produce syngas (CO + H2) in a methane
conversion reactor that operates at =850”C. In this type of reactor, oxygen on one
side of the membrane was separated from air on the other side of the membrane.
Methane conversion efficiencies of >98% were observed and the reactor tubes have
operated for >1000 h. Moreover, the oxygen flux obtained from the separation of
air in this type of conversion reactor is considered commercially feasible. The use
of this technology can significantly reduce the cost of oxygen separation [12].

To obtain sufficient oxygen fl~ the gas separation reactor must be
operated at high temperatures and substantial p02 differences. Therefore, stability
of the ceramic membranes is an important issue. Certain compounds of
SrFel.XCoX03.~were found unsuitable for use in gas separation because they lack

stability in highly reducing environments [13]. Thermodynamic calculations can
normally provide accurate data on the stability of a system. However, specific
examples of discrepancies between the calculated thermodynamic stability and
experimental results indicate the importance of obtaining supporting data from real
systems [14].

In this paper, we report our studies of the crystal structures and transport
properties of the Sr2Fe3.XCoXOYmaterials. Electrical conductivity was determined
in atmospheres with various p02 levels at elevated temperatures. Oxygen
permeability was measured with a gas-tight electrochemical cell. Room-temperature
X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) experiments
were also conducted to characterize the material.
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SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION

The SrzFe3.XCoXOY(with x = 0,0.6, 1.0, and 1.4) powders were made by a

solid-state reaction method, with appropriate amounts of SrC03, CO(N03)2”6H20,
and FezOS. Mixing and grinding were conducted in isopropanol with zirconia media
for 10 h. After drying, the mixture was calcined in air at 850°C for 16 h, with
intermittent grinding. After final calcinatio~ the powder was ground with an agate
mortar and pestle to an average particle size of-7 pm. The resulting powder was
pressed uniaxially with a 1200-MPa load into pellets measuring 21.5 mm in
diameter and -2-5 mm thick. The pellets were then sintered in air at =1200°C for 5
h. The true density was measured using a powder sample with an AccuPyc 1330
pycnometer. The bulk density was determined by the Archirnedean method, with
isopropanol as the liquid medium. The measured density of air-sintered
Sr2Fe2CoOYsamples was -95Y0 of the theoretical value. Thin bars =1 x 5 x 20 rmd
were cut from the samples and subjected to post-annealing heat treatments in
various low-p02 environments at 900-1100°C. The sintered pellets were polished
on both sides and used for permeation tests.

Room-temperature X-ray powder diffiction analysis was carried out with
a Scintag XDS-2000 diffractometer. Data were taken with Cu & radiation. A bigh-
purity inirinsic Ge energy-dispersive detector was used to minimize background

due to sample fluorescence. A continuous scan with a 20 scanning rate of I“hnin
and chopping step of 0.03° was used to collect data. SEM observations were
conducted with a JEOL JSM-5400 scanning microscope at an accelerating voltage
of 20 KeV.

The total conductivity of the sample was determined by the conventional
four-probe method, and ionic conductivity was measured with the electron blocking
method. Platinum wires were wound onto the specimen bar to serve as current and ‘
voltage leads. The resistance of the specimen was measured with an HP 4192A LF
impedance analyzer at 23 Hz. Details of the ‘experimental confQuration for
measuring conductivity were reported in Refl 10. A K-type thermocouple was
attached to an yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) plate on which the sample bars were
placed for the heat treatments. The thermocouple was used for both controlling and
measuring the temperature of the programmable electric fhrnace. Temperature
uncertainty within the uniform hot zone of the fhrnace was &l”C. The desired
gaseous environments were obtained by flowing premixed gases through the
system.
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A schematic diagram of the gas-tight electrochemical cell used in the oxygen
permeation experiments is shown in Fig. 1. A sintered pellet of Sr2Fe2CoOY was

sealed to a YSZ crucible
Specimen Disk Pyrex Glass with Pyrex glass seal.

Electrical leads (10-mil Pt
wires) were separated
from the YSZ crucible and
Sr2Fe2CoOY disk
membrane by two alumina

i rings. Electrodes were

cable placed on the bottom and
the sidewall of the YSZ
crucible. The bottom

e

Oxygen-Permeable
electrodes were used as

lrl-mil Pt Wire
Electrodes pumping electrodes to

pump oxygen from the
gas-tight cell chamber,

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of cross-sectional view cf whereas the other
gas-tight electrochemical cell used to measure oxygen
permeability. electrodes were used to

determine the p02 inside
the cell. The p02 inside

the cell can be determined from the measured electromotive force (EMT), E,
generated on the side-wall of the YSZ crucible by

()4FE
pO~l = pOJ exp ~ (1)

where pO~l and pO~ are the p02 values inside and outside the gas-tight ce~
respectively. Other variables are: F, Faraday’s constant; ~ gas constant; and T,
absolute temperature. Reducing oxygen environments were achieved by pumping
oxygen out of the gas-tight cell by using the pumping electrodes on the YSZ
crucible. Oxygen permeates the Sr2Fe2CoOYdisk membrane because of the p02
difference on the two sides of the membrane. Under steady-state conditions, the
amount of oxygen that enters the cell (by permeating the specimen disk) is equal to
that pumped out by the YSZ oxygen pump. Therefore, the flow of oxygen through
the specimen can be determined fi-omthe current applied to the YSZ oxygen pump.

The oxygen permeation flux jo, (in mol.cm-2”s-1) is related to the applied current

I (in A) by

4
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I
j02 = ~ (2)

where S is the effective cross-sectional area of the specimen,
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Fig. 2. Room-temperature X-my difliaction
patterns of air-sintered samples:
(a) SrzFe~OY,(b) Sr2Fe#00.@Y,
(c) Sr2Fe,CoOY,(d) Sr,Fe,.#o@Y,
and (e) SrFe0.8CoOjOY.
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Fig. 3. Room-temperature X-ray difhction
patterns of argonne-sintered samples:
(a) SrzFe30Y,(b) SrzFez.4C00.60Y,
(c) Sr,Fe,CoOY, (d) Sr,Fel.6C01.&
and (e) SrFe0.8C0020Y.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Room-temperature X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of air-sintered
SrzFe3-XCoXOYare plotted in Fig. 2 for different x values. The powder XRD

pattern of the x D O composition (Fig. 2a) agreeswith the result reported for a
single-crystal %QFe@ 13sample [15]. For comparison,the = pattern of the
perovskite phase &Ft300&Oo.@3.~ isplotted in Fig. 2e. Air-sintered Sr2Fe#200y

(x= 1, Fig. 2c) is a multiple phase material containing -25% perovskite phase, as
obtained from Rietveld analysis [16]. Air-sintered Sr2Fe2.4Coo.60Y(x = 0.6, Fig.
2b) contains less than 10VOperovskite phase, while air-sintered SrzFel.GCol.QOy
(x= 1.4, Fig. 2d) has more than 90% perovskite phase. Traces of cobalt oxide

5
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impurity plmc were also observed in the Sr2Fc 1.(,CO1..10., sm]lplc. .SRD patterns
o~llw :lrgtJ[~-:ll~Ilc:llc~lsmlples arc shown in Fig. 3.

t\t high tcn~pcrutut-cs, the pcrovskite phmc can bc reduced to the brownmillerite
structure [ 17] in a reducing argon environinent (pOL =10-6 atm). Conversely, argon-

annczdwi S r2Fe50Y (x = O, Fig. 3a) has the same structure as that of the air-sintered

material am-i contains no brownrnillerite phase, although other argon-annealed
cobalt-containing samples all contain an amount brownmillerite phase. The content
of the brownmillerite phase in annealed SrzFe3-XCoXOYincreaseswith kcre=~g A
as shown in Fig. 3b, 3c, and 3d. The cobalt oxide phase can be seen clearly in the
cobalt-containing samples. An XRD of a pure brownmillerite phase of the argon-
annealed SrFeo.8C00.203-~ sample is shown in Fig. 3e for comparison. Analyses of

the detailed crystal structure of the Sr2Fe3.XCoXOYsamples are in progress. Lattice
parameters of the air-sintered materials are listed in Table 1.

Fig. 4. SEM morphology of Sr2Fe2CoOx sample: (a) original sutiace of air-sintered
sample, (b) polished sutface of air-sintered sample, (c) original surthce of argon-annealed
swnpk, (d) polished surface ofarg,on-annealed sample.

., ,.. —-n-..---— -7z...!-------- - -—- . . . . . . . . . . . —-. .. . . .
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SEM images of the air-sintered and argon-annealed Sr2Fe2CoOY samples
are shown in Fig. 4. They reveal a dense homogeneous structure for both samples.
Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) elemental analysis showed that the overall atomic
ratio of the metal elements is consistent with that in the chemical formula. The
polished-stiace SEM images showed that the argon-annealed sample is denser
and contains fewer pores than the air-sintered sample. A spherical cobalt-rich
phase was identified in the argon-annealed sample. By correlating SEM
observation with XRD results, we identified the spherical phase as cobalt oxide
(COO, JCPD No. 9-402).

Table 1. Lattice parameters of air-sintered Sr2Fe3.XCoXOYsamples

Co content Phase Components a (A) b (~) c (A) v (As)

0.0 0 (>98%) 11.126 18.978 5.5864 1179.6
0.3 0 (>95%) + P (<5%) 11.085 19.016 5.5670 1173.5
0.6 0 (>90%) + p (<10%) 11.065 19.008 5.5618 1169.8
1.0” 0 (>70%) + p (<25%) 11.017 19.030 5.5463 1162.8

●Contains -5Y0 COO phase.

The total conductivity of the Sr2Fe3.XCoXOYsample as a fimction of
temperature is shown in Fig. 5. The conductivity increases as temperature and

,1 ~

em 6507007W6W6.50SC4 9S01000

Temp fC)

Fig, 5. Temperature dependerke of SrzFe3-XCoXOY
samples.

cobaIt content increase. At
900”C, the conductivity of
Sr2Fe2CoOY is -20 and -6
S.cm-l in flowing air and argon
environments, respectively.
Conductivities of
sr2Fe2.4coo.6oy and
Sr2Fe30y are =10 and =0.6
S.cm-l, respectively, at 900”C
in air. The ionic transference
numbers ( tiOn= ~i~./ ~~~~) ‘f
Sr2Fe2CoOY and
SrzFez.ACo@y as a function
of temperature in air are
shown in Fig. 6. The ionic
transference numbers for both
samples are not strongly

7
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Fig.6. Temperature dependence of thetotal conductivity
and the ionic transference number of SrzFezCoOY(circles)
and SrzFe2.4C00.bOY(diamonds).

.
ionic transference
number was observed for
the sample with lower
cobalt content.

For the oxygen
permeation experiments,
the EMF measured at the
sensor electrodes as a
fi.mction of pumping
current at various
temperature is plotted in
Fig. 7. At a given
temperature, the EMF at
the sensor electrodes
increases with increasing
pumping current. EMF

increases with decreasing temperature at a given pumping curren~ and the pumping
current hcreases with increasing temperature to achieve a specific EMF value
because the oxygen permeability increases at higher temperatures.

200
~,

-850 “c
1; !/ ,,

.-*... Eoo ●C
- * -750 “c
--X--7OO “c ;/ /’/

150 - +-- 650 “C
i: ;;

100 -

50 -

0

0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10

I (mA)

Fig. 7. Electromotive force as a function of pumping
current at various temperatures.
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Fig. 8. Steady-state oxygen permeation flux as a
function of p02 inside the gas-tight cell, and its fitting
to Eqs. 3 (r = 0.5) and 4 (r = 0.25).

[
jo2 = u (pO~)r -(pO:)’]

where r is the kinetic
order in oxygen of the
stiace reactio~ and a is
the exchange rate at
poz = 1 atm. For a
pen.ueation process
where the surface
reaction (exchange)
effect is the controlling
factor, we would have
r = 1/2. The surilace
exchange constant a (in
cm”min-l”atm-*’2) can
be determined by a

least-squares fitting of
the experimental data.

‘“’ ~ 10’
900”C

I

I.!. .t. .!t. i.l. i.. .i
-12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0

109(P02)

Fig. 9. The p02 dependence of steady-state o~ygen
permeation flux for a 2.9-mm-thick disk membrane.
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During our
experiment, the gas-tight
cell was surrounded by
flowing air. The pOZ
inside the cell can be
determined by solving
Eq. 1. The oxygen
permeation flux, joz,

has been calculated horn
the steady-state
pumping current by
solving Eq. 2. To
examine the
contributions of bulk
and interface effects to
the oxygen permeation
mechanism of the
Sr2Fe2CoOy sample, we
fit the permeation data
with the equation [18]:

(3)
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Where the bulk effect is the controlling factor or, in another words, the surface
exchange rate is sufficiently large, the oxygen permeation flux can be defined by
[19]:

P 1 I/q-(pO;)*’q]jOz = ~[(P02) (4)

where L is the thickness of the membrane (ii cm) and b is a bulk diffhsion

parameter (in cm2”min-l”atm-*’4). Figure 8 shows typical oxygen permeation data
as a fimction of p02 inside the cell, along with the least square-fittings to Eq. 3
(with r= 0.5) and Eq. 4 (with r = 0.25). The fitting is much better to Eq. 4 than to
Eq. 3, indicating that bulk diffusion plays the controlling role in the o~gen
permeation process in the Sr2Fe2CoOY membrane of =1 mm thickness at high
temperatures (>650”C).

In Fig. 9, the steady-state oxygen permeation flux of a 2.9-mm-thick pellet
specimen at 900°C, determined by solving Eq. 2, is plotted as a function of pOz
inside the gas-tight cell. Figure 9 shows that joz increases dramatically in the range

between p02 = 0.21 and-10-s atm, and its slope becomes flatter when p02 inside
the cell is.reduced further. Results on oxygen permeability at various p02 gradients

10 ‘
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Fig. 10. Temperature dependence of oxygen permeation flux
obtained from methane conversion reactor and gas-tight cell.

and temperatures show
that, as expecte~ jo2

increases with
temperature and p02
gradients. At 900°C,
oxygen permeability
was -2.5 scc”cm-2miml
for a 2.9-mm-thick
specimen and increased
as membrane thickness
decreased.

Sintered thin-wall
tubes of Sr2FezCoOY
were tested in a
methane conversion
reactor for more than
1000 h [6,7]. An oxygen
permeation flux of -10
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scc”cm-2”min-1 was observed in a 0.75-mm-thick tubular membrane [6]. Oxygen
permeation fl~ determined from reactor experiments and with a gas-tight
electrochemical cell, have been plotted in Fig. 10 as a fimction of reciprocal
temperature. For comparison, the oxygen permeation flux of the disk membrane
was normalized to that of a 0.75-mm-thick membrane. Oxygen permeation data
obtained from two independent experiments are in good agreement.

CONCLUSIONS

The phase components of Sr2Fe3-XCoXOYare strongly dependent on cobalt
content. The Sr2Fe30Y sample is single-phase material, while the high-cobalt-
content samples (x 2 0.6) contain multiple phases. The concentration of a
perovskite phase in the high-cobalt-content samples increases with increasing
cobalt content. In a reducing argon environmen~ the single-phase SrzFesOy sample
has the same crystal structure as the air-sintered sample, while a brownmillerite
phase was observed in the cobalt-containing samples. Cobalt oxide has also been
found in the argon-annealed cobalt-containing samples.

The total conductivity of Sr2Fes-XCoXOyincreases with increasing temperature
and cobalt content in the sample. At 900”C, the conductivity of Sr2Fe2CoOy in
flowing air and argon environments is -20 and -6 S-cm-l, respectively. The
conductivities of &zFez&OO.@y and Sr2FesOy are -10 and 4.6 S.cm-l,
respectively, at 900°C in air. The ionic transference numbers do not have a strong
dependence on temperature above 600”C in air. A higher total conductivity but
lower ionic transference number was observed in the sample with lower cobalt
content. The transient conductivity behavior of this sample, after the surrounding
atmosphere is switched back and forth, indicates that the phase transition in the
materials is reversible.

The oxygen permeation mechanism in the sintered SrzFezCoOy material was
found to be bulk controlled. At 900°C, an oxygen permeability of -2.5
scc.cm-z.min-l was observed in a 2.9-mm-thick membrane. This permeability value
agiees with values obtained in the methane conversion reactor experiments.
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